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Core and sample libraries
Geological data repositories
Curationa b s t r a c t
State geological surveys are home to legacy geological data that holds value in the present. Early legisla-
tion of geological surveys often included requirements that state surveys have a museum or cabinet to
house their physical collections. These collections currently include data such as cores, cuttings, thin sec-
tions and fossils. State geological surveys maintain these collections to support scientiﬁc research that
has value to those in government, industry, academia and the public. Survey collections and other similar
science data collections, are in danger of being lost due to various risks such as poor curation, few access
points, lack of funding, and space considerations. Efforts to preserve these collections have increased,
beginning with a National Research Council report in 2002 highlighting this plight, and the founding
of the National Geological and Geophysical Data Preservation Program by the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) in 2005. Currently, programs like EarthCube address this problem by focusing on cyberin-
frastructure needs that will ease discovery and access to specimen datasets. Even with these efforts, there
is still much work to be done.
Increasing preservation and ease of access requires training in data curation and preservation as well as
a better understanding of the users of geological data. This paper will introduce geological collections,
provide examples of preservation challenges surrounding these types of collections, and suggest future
research directions. This includes collaborations with library and information scientists, archivists, muse-
ums curators, as well as cross training of domain scientists. Future management systems for these collec-
tions should provide increased discovery and access to geological data.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In 2008, Western Michigan University’s Michigan Geological
Repository for Research and Education (MGRRE) and the state’s
geological repository, acquired 500,000 feet of rock core from the
Mosaic company. The company owned a potash mine from which
the cores were drilled. They no longer wanted to store them and
offered the cores as a donation to the university [54]. Two admin-
istrators at the MGRRE, realizing the research value of these mate-
rials, drove their own vehicle to pick up the 4000 boxes of cores. ‘‘It
took four pick-up loads to bring all the material down to
Kalamazoo’’ [54]. These samples were later used to verify the qual-
ity of amount of potash (a mineral used in fertilizers) in a rediscov-
ered mineral deposit in West Michigan [54]. This discovery is
valued at $65 billion dollars and has a major impact on the local
economy. It will lower the costs of farming in the Midwest where
farmers must pay to import potash from Mexico, Canada, and
Russia. A new mine will create construction jobs as well as full
time jobs at the site [54]. These ‘unwanted’ samples have becomea major resource for the state of Michigan, and it was fortuitous
that MGRRE saw the value in them as legacy data and had the
opportunity (and resources) to preserve them.
On January 17th, 2001, a natural gas explosion occurred in
downtown Hutchinson, Kansas. Two local businesses burned down
as a result. Two days later, another leak occurred under a mobile
home, and two people were killed. As a safety precaution, the city
was evacuated. Ultimately, residents were not able to return until
March [33]. During the intervening months, KGas, the local gas
company, collaborated with the Kansas Geological Survey to inves-
tigate the leaks. ‘‘Everyone involved in the crisis came to quickly
value the geologic data and samples the Kansas Geological
Survey had collected and archived for decades’’ [1, p. 14]. Among
the materials used were a collection of cores drilled in the 1960s
by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The AEC was inves-
tigating the possibility of nuclear storage in Kansas [12]. The
Kansas Geological Survey had maintained these legacy data as part
of their repository. This reuse, use beyond their original purpose,
helped the investigators better understand how the natural gas
was leaking from a nearby underground storage facility ([12],
p.16). As the NRC [34] summarized, ‘‘having immediate access to
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facilitating rapid response to a local crisis’’ [34, p. 1].
The examples above demonstrate the importance of geological
collections, their continued maintenance, and their potential for
reuse. Close examination of current practices can lead to more sus-
tainable preservation and better access to these collections.2. Geological collections
2.1. Geological data
In some subdomains of geology, physical specimens are key to
research. Scientists gather data from these items, analyze these
data and produce scientiﬁc outcomes. These physical objects
become data once they have been used in research, along with
their associated metadata and descriptions. This metadata and
documentation is also used to enable discovery and access for
reuse as well as to capture geological information. There is a tran-
sition from a rock being just a rock, to it now representing scientiﬁc
knowledge with this connection to the documentation. If this con-
nection is lost, the value as data becomes lost and the physical item
just becomes a rock again.
Such physical geological data include items such as rock core
and cuttings, thin sections and fossils, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Most physical geological materials, when properly maintained,
can be stored for future access without the risk of major sample
degradation. For example, a properly stored and curated core sam-
ple from a well drilled in 1907 can produce new knowledge today
and in the future. The data that these samples hold can be reused,
reanalyzed, potentially using previously unavailable technology,
and contribute to studies beyond the scope of the original project.
The materials in these collections may be (1) examples of earlier
observations or results, (2) standards, kept for the base of future
comparisons, (3) resources for research into geological issues, (4)
collections of rare or valuable items, (5) resources used for educa-
tion and training future geologists, and (6) proactively collected
materials for future use [36].
In a recent White House memorandum, Holdren [25] states
‘‘scientiﬁc collections provide an essential base for developing sci-
entiﬁc evidence and are an important resource for scientiﬁc
research, education, and resource management. Scientiﬁc collec-
tions represent records of our past and investment in our future’’.
It is important to maintain collections of scientiﬁc data not just
for new research but to conﬁrm previous work. As geologist and
historian Jackson [28] explains, ‘‘a fundamental tenet in science
is the need for viable checking and reproducibility of results.
Re-analyses may not be undertaken for some time after the origi-
nal research, but require preservation of the original material
worked on in order to be of any value’’ (p. 423). Raw data, which
may include physical samples, may be used to conduct reliability
and validity checks on the work being produced. Heidorn [22]
stresses the idea that science is based on theories and theories
are created based on replicable data. If the data are inaccessible
and the theory cannot be replicated, scientiﬁc results would be
unsubstantiated. ‘‘The availability of the data behind experiments
helps to insure scientiﬁc integrity by keeping the process open to
external evaluation’’ [22, p. 286].
There are many ways to categorize data, some of which may not
be mutually exclusive, e.g. big, small, dark, legacy, etc. Legacy data
are part of what Heidorn [22] termed the ‘long tail of science data’.
Heidorn [22] suggests the long tail of science data represents smal-
ler individual collections, which never get inventoried and live in
drawers or closets. These may also be categorized as dark data col-
lections [52]. Suggest that these types of collections are similar to
those covered by the term small science. Small science includesspecialized datasets collected by individual and small teams of sci-
entists rather than large groups. These larger groups collect ‘‘big
data from big science [which] are intended for sharing among big
teams’’ [52, p. 3].
The examples in the introduction demonstrate the value of
geological collections. However, long term management and stor-
age has not always been factored into the data collection process.
Differences in management might depend on the intended use,
the focus of metadata, and other institutional variances. This
may lead to valuable collections being abandoned or left deterio-
rating (see Fig. 2) at the end of a project. This is not due to
neglect, or lack of care, but a lack of resources and focus. State
geological surveys face a variety of preservation challenges in
relation to their geological data collections. Many facilities would
like to have full maintenance for their samples, however these
organizations do not have the proper resources to do so or lack
a standard procedure for curation. Resources includes stafﬁng,
funding, and space.
The NRC [34] provides a number of examples of potential loss of
geological data collections. For example, in 2002, cores collected by
the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Department of Energy
were being stored outside, in the elements. The cores are from such
important locations as the Clinch River Breeder Reactor site and
the Oak Ridge Reservation. Exposure to air and humidity can cause
boxes to decay, hand written labels to be lost, and for minerals to
decay (see Fig. 2, bottom right for an example of pyrite to oxidiz-
ing). When minerals decay, they no longer represent what the
rocks and minerals represented in situ. When metadata on boxes
becomes unreadable, or when samples change, their scientiﬁc
value may be lost or diminished.
Long tail data are important as they are ‘‘a breeding ground for
new ideas and never before attempted science’’ [22, p. 282]. When
they are inaccessible, these sets of data may be lost to the public
beyond the ﬁnished publication. In his 2014 testimony, Gooding
explains that state geological surveys get many of the items in
their collections from donations [27]. These donations come from
a wide range of individuals including scientists from ‘‘coal, oil
and gas, mining, highway construction, and environmental investi-
gations; construction projects; quarry operators; university
research; and federal and state projects’’ ([27], p.3). Each has their
own method of documentation, data collection, and curation. This
can lead to complicated hybrid collections at the state survey level
that, owing to their complicated curation schemes and lack of stan-
dardization, and may become lost.
Concerns for physical items also includes concern for their dig-
ital surrogates. In order to discover and access these geological col-
lections, adequate metadata, records and other text based
materials are needed. These may be found in paper records, but
are increasingly being digitized or digital born. Without this docu-
mentation, various aspects of scientiﬁc information contained in
physical geological materials may be lost.
2.2. Evolution from museums to libraries
The origins of museums and geological collections are closely
linked. Geology uses analytical or comparative ways of ‘knowing’;
research in geology involves deconstructing strata ‘‘into elements,
in order to make classiﬁcations, or to better understand (and regu-
late) technical processes’’ [40, p. 113]. Pickstone [40] calls it a
‘museological science’ because ‘‘geology and mineralogy [are] also,
in part, sciences of collections’’ (p. 117). When geology was still
developing as a scientiﬁc ﬁeld in the 1800’s, the role of the curator
became very important in managing geological collections [30,49].
These managers were often expert geologists [30]. Museums rec-
ognized the need to have someone manage and curate a collection
to not only prevent it from falling into disrepair but also because of
Fig. 1. Examples of materials in a geological collection (2014) Author’s own photographs.
Fig. 2. Examples of materials in deterioration (2015) photos courtesy of Jessie Nelson.
1 ‘‘Historically, the term ‘repository’ is indicative of a distinct physical location
where samples or documents are housed and curated’’ [20, p. 7].
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tion, and cataloging of the rocks, fossils and other materials in the
collection. For example, ‘amateur’ scientist William Smith’s skills
were much sought after as a curator in order to get the full value
from geological collections [30]. Smith is now known for creating
the ﬁeld of stratigraphy. Museums, on the other hand, keep collec-
tions for a number of reasons, including making them available for
research, responding to public requests, educational activities,
publishing scholarly works, and general interest publishing [37].
During their development, state geological surveys held similar
principles as museums. Merrill notes in his 1920 history that 22
states, in describing or authorizing their state surveys, also include
requirements for a museum, collection or other cabinet to store the
materials gathered during research. This included records, docu-
ments and maps as well as collections. Many states speciﬁcally
included in their legislation the requirement that the museum or
collection should be curated by a geologist [23]. In Kentucky, this
was tasked to the inspector of mines, who ‘‘in addition to his dutiesas such inspector, shall be curator of the cabinet and other prop-
erty of the geological survey or department’’ [32, p. 123].
While many states still maintain geological collections, the ter-
minology has changed as state geological museums have evolved
into active, living collections. These changes developed as the state
surveys moved from projects led by a single person or small team,
to permanent institutions which had distinctly different needs and
interacted with a larger number of stakeholders. These
once-museums are now called repositories1 or sample libraries.
Speciﬁcally state surveys have what the USGS’s Geologic Materials
Repository Working Group (GMRWG) call active repositories – ‘‘a
permanent facility that assumes responsibility for the long-term
storage and maintenance of a collection (or collections) of related
materials’’ (2013, p. 10). In line with this move away from museums,
in 1975 the Association of American State Geologists (AASG) formed
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of 2013, of the 17 states which reference their collections in the
annual State Geologist Journal, seven states refer to these collections
as repositories, six refer to them as core or sample libraries, and only
one state refers to their collection as a museum [3]. The term sample
library provokes the concept Cragin and Shankar [11] call ‘reference
collections’ which are large-scale, and typically serve science and
education, among others.2.3. Users of geological data
According to Gooding, manager of the Kentucky Geological
Survey’s well sample and core library, state geological data collec-
tions ‘‘are used by scientists from the U.S. government, geological
surveys, educators from academia, exploration, development and
industry geologists, consultants, operators, students and the gen-
eral public’’ [27, p. 1]. Hawaii’s state survey reports ‘‘requests for
information, technical data, and rock samples are handled on a
routine basis’’ [46, p. 90]. But the makeup of the current user com-
munity and how they access the collections is unclear.
As part of the ﬁrst granting phase of the National Geological and
Geophysical Data Preservation Program (NGGDPP), the USGS sent
out a questionnaire to the state geological surveys. The question-
naire included questions about frequency of collection use, demo-
graphic information about users, and other metrics related to the
state surveys’ sample repositories. This is invaluable information,
which was never published. There are currently no consistent
reporting methods or published ﬁndings related to this type of
information. Even the NRC’s 2002 report is missing this informa-
tion. The exact variation in the size and scope of these collections
is unclear. Troutman (2009) curates a list of these types of collec-
tions on his website, but it is incomplete and was last updated in
2009. The annual State Geologists Journal includes some of this
information as volunteered by the state surveys but it is inconsis-
tent. Some states report linear feet of core reviewed per year but
not the number of sample sets reviewed or the number of visitors.
This format of describing usage is also incomplete. A useful analogy
to this situation is the documentation of the number of pages
checked out from the library without including information on
the number of patrons, the number of books, or perhaps the length
of each book.
Understanding the user community is a challenge with scien-
tiﬁc data. Parsons and Duerr [39] suggest data providers may have
many assumptions about the users of their data. It may be difﬁcult
to precisely identify the user community beyond the organization
that originally collected the materials. Organizations that provide
access to their collections through online portals can collect usage
statistics. Collections that require in-person visits often keep a vis-
itors log, but that does not give a clear picture of potential users.
When managing data, there may be many assumptions about
users. For example, one may assume all users will have similar
knowledge of how the data should be used or that these users have
similar education or disciplinary backgrounds. This assumption
does not take into account lack of knowledge and customs of the
speciﬁc organization that collected the data. The NRC [34] states
‘‘using past observations in entirely new ways not envisioned
when the data were initially collected’’ will help expand our under-
standing of the universe, this includes the unexpected user (p. 13).
In 1911, in response to feedback from the community of geolo-
gists and engineers, Hayes [21] summarized, ‘‘information con-
cerning state geological surveys is difﬁcult or impossible to
obtain’’ (p. 5). Is this still true today? Cragin and Shankar [11] sug-
gest a key problem with the small or dark science is that ‘‘[w]e do
not fully understand the ways in which small (often local) data col-
lections become more public or shared collections’’ (p. 187).Addressing these questions will involve engaging the archival
and information science ﬁelds [43].
2.4. Geological surveys
The USGS and the various individual state geological surveys
are the largest public collectors of geological data in the United
States [34]. These data are not preserved and curated according
to the same standards. Individual institutions have developed their
own methods of maintaining their collections and there is a need
for consistency. Additionally, as noted above by Gooding (2014),
state survey collections often house donated materials and donors
standards vary. Concerns over sustainability and interoperability
are high as scientists are concerned about accessibility for future
researchers, particularly with regards to metadata for these phys-
ical objects.
The ﬁrst state geological survey was founded in 1823, and by
1840 there were at least 15 states with geological surveys [2].
The function of a state geological survey varies from state to state,
but the underlying purposes of the state surveys are consistent: to
collect and maintain information about their state’s geology and to
share these resources with the public. ‘‘In all states a major
purpose was to locate, describe, and publicize such natural
resources as salt and mineral springs, building stones, shales,
clays, slates, coal, and ores’’ [23, p. 361]. At the time of their
founding in the mid 1800’s, state geological surveys represented
‘‘government-supported science’’ and were often ‘‘the ﬁrst contact
between the public and science’’ [6, p. 62].
‘‘The early state surveys were intended by the legislatures to be
only short-term undertakings’’ [4, p. 293]. Initially, geologists (usu-
ally academics) were hired to conduct speciﬁc tasks, but as states
evolved and the industry changed, roles changed as well [6].
State’s collections often began as personal, individual collections,
which later became the base of the state geological repositories.
Given that they are personal, they contain qualities that make
them unusual and perhaps more difﬁcult to manage, similar to
small science collections.
The GMRWG [20] states that the role of the USGS is to provide
‘‘the Nation with fundamental geochemical and geophysical data
necessary to address major societal issues involving geologic haz-
ards and disasters, climate variability and change, energy and min-
eral resources, ecosystems and human health, and ground-water
quality and availability’’ (p. 19). In addition to the Federal survey,
state geological surveys ‘‘play an important role in generating
and disseminating information related to mineral resources’’ [35,
p. 25]. The NRC [35] stresses that the role of these organizations
are to be an unbiased ‘‘source of science and information’’ (p.
25). These collections represent irreplaceable materials as ‘‘some
of the sources of these collections are now reclaimed, ﬂooded, or
otherwise inaccessible’’ [34, p. 53]. In addition to being irreplace-
able, these collections cost millions of dollars to acquire and would
be expensive to recollect [27]. The report warns that sources of
information contributed from the private sector are often propri-
etary and not made available to the public. Private organizations
have been known to discontinue their collections because of the
signiﬁcant costs, speciﬁcally when the costs are weighed in rela-
tion to the beneﬁts to the individual organization. This is in con-
trast to Federal and state government surveys which serve a
larger population which ‘‘from society’s perspective the aggregate
beneﬁts would justify the costs’’ [35, p. 25].
In industry, the value of these collections may only be realized
once the materials have been de-acquisitioned or destroyed. In
2011 Common Data Access Limited (CDA) & Schlumberger issued
a report addressing the ‘‘business value case for data manage-
ment.’’ They suggest that the effort involved with recreating these
types of legacy data are difﬁcult or potentially impossible and yet
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the original materials among retired workers rather than recreate
them [10].3. Preservation challenges
3.1. Historical view on preservation
Historically, most state geological surveys have collections of
geological data and act as both active and historical science data
centers for their region [33,11,20]. At the 1926 annual meeting of
the AASG, representatives voted to support the NRC’s efforts to sal-
vage well records, ‘‘this was perhaps the ﬁrst attempt to preserve
samples and records, a movement that is undergoing a resurgence
in the 2000’s’’ [8, p. 61]. During the 1950’s, the AASG decided ‘‘that
the archiving of drill core and data was a function primarily of the
states and not of a national organization’’ [8, p. 103]. In the 1970’s,
the AASGpassed a resolution to endorse the Bureau ofMines’ efforts
‘‘to develop an efﬁcient and economical national systemof reposito-
ries for drill cores and other samples of geologic materials’’ [8, p.
116]. During this same time period, the state surveys voted against
the formation of regional sample repositories, instead supporting a
national core catalog, which is only now being developed.3.2. Current preservation efforts
In the past decade there has been growing attention to preserv-
ing and managing these legacy collections of geoscience data, a
trend ﬁrst attempted by the AASG in the 1920’s and now seeing
a return to importance starting in the early 2000’s [8]. This
includes efforts by the USGS and the AASG, as well as position
statements from member societies such as the Mineralogical
Society of America, American Geophysical Union, Geological
Society of America, and the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists. The American Geosciences Institute (AGI) has a
complete listing of these and other member societies’ position
statements on their website (http://www.americangeosciences.
org/policy/policy-positions/membersociety-positionstatements#
datapreservation). In 1997, AGI published a directory of geoscience
data repositories in the U.S. it was initially intended to be revised
every two years [7]. The directory has not been updated since its
creation.
In their 2002 report, the NRC pinpointed two major areas of
concern for the preservation of geological collections: metadata
and curation. These two facets are critical in enabling trust in the
data for reuse by someone other than the original researcher. In
their report, metadata is deﬁned as the accompanying documenta-
tion that gives one the ability to ﬁnd and retrieve physical samples
and their supporting documents2. Metadata may be used as a digital
surrogate for the physical sample. This documentation ‘‘includes
information about the age, location, depth, originator, and the date
acquired’’ for an item in a collection [34, p. 9]. Curation refers to
the process of proper storage and access to the geological specimens.
Curation and preservation include such steps as appraisal, disposal,
and use of data. These two points are key in the data lifecycle.
In 2005, the Energy Policy Act established the NGGDPP under
the direction of the USGS [50]. The act is currently being reviewed
for reauthorization and has foundations in the work of many orga-
nizations including the NRC and the AASG. The purpose of the
NGGDPP is to provide for the archiving of geoscience materials,
to create a national catalog of these archival collections, and to pro-
vide technical and ﬁnancial support to the organizations which2 It is worth noting that in the NRC’s deﬁnition of metadata, they do not address the
information about an object that relates to its authenticity and authentication.collect these materials [50]. One of the outcomes of this program
was the rescue of the Potash samples in Michigan as mentioned
in the introduction.
Over the last 12 years, all states (with the exception of Georgia,
see below) have engaged in data preservation efforts of some vari-
ety to ensure long term access to their collections. This includes
taking part in the NGGDPP and the development of the National
Digital Catalog [51]. The National Digital Catalog provides a search
interface for accessing and interacting with geological collections,
particularly at the state and federal level. In 2009, the AASG
co-hosted a Geoscience Data Preservation Techniques workshop
with the NGGDPP [47]. Other efforts at the state level include the
National Geothermal Data System (NGDS). State geological surveys
are among the largest contributors to the NGDS, and its catalog
contains documents and datasets that will help lead searchers to
physical data resources.
Preservation and access to geological data is becoming more
and more topical. Recent presentations at Geological Society of
America’s (GSA) 2014 annual meeting focused on access to geolog-
ical data ([14,16,29,24], etc.). The Geoscience Information Society
and the GSA Geoinformatics Division sponsored a session titled
‘‘Where in the World? Access and Availability to Geoscience
Data’’. Talks included topics such as locating ‘old’ data, citing geo-
logical data, and challenges faced by librarians and the scholarly
communication community in relation to geological data.
Current preservation efforts are also focused on cyberinfras-
tructure. This includes such programs as EarthCube, System for
Earth Sample Registration (SESAR) and the Data Observation
Network for Earth (DataONE), as well as previous initiatives such
as GEON. EarthCube is community-led, and has held 24 end user
workshops within the various earth science communities to dis-
cern their cyberinfrastructure needs [43]. SESAR manages registra-
tion of International Geo Sample Numbers (IGSN) as well as
preserving sample metadata and managing a sample catalog.
IGSNs are 9 digit numbers ‘‘assigned to specimens and related
sampling features such as drill holes or wells to ensure their
unique identiﬁcation and unambiguous referencing of data gener-
ated by the study of samples’’ [48]. iSamples, an EarthCube
Research Coordination Network program, ‘‘seeks to advance the
use of innovative cyberinfrastructure to connect physical samples
and sample collections across the Earth Sciences with digital data
infrastructures to revolutionize their utility for science’’ [17].
DataONE is distributed cyberinfrastructure. According to their
principle investigator, Bill Michener, their goal is to work ‘‘with
our many collaborators to develop a network of data repositories
that makes it easy for researchers to preserve, discover, access,
and use valuable scientiﬁc data’’ [13].
3.3. Needs related to preservation
Though state survey collections are valued, the administration
of them has changed, especially as they evolved from museums
to active collections. These administrative changes have revealed
a great need for preservation efforts. As Taylor [49] asserts (in rela-
tion to museum collections), ‘‘calling your spare researcher or tech-
nician a ‘curator’ doesn’t confer the ability to curate’’ (p. 119).
Geological collections are in disrepair and under-staffed, leading
to these collections of legacy data being at risk of loss [34]. In
2004, after serving the state for 115 years, the Georgia Geological
Survey was closed. While the geological collection was kept, it
became at risk for loss of physical materials, digital ﬁles, and insti-
tutional memory as it was no longer actively maintained. However,
it was at risk even before the state survey was closed. Cocker [9]
highlights the lack of archival and technical skills among the staff
as a major concern. ‘‘The present digital catalog database is an
alphabetical ﬁle listing and is not searchable by keywords, topics,
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by people with no technical background, and no input from the
geologic staff was considered’’ [9, p. 211].
All collections, especially living collections, need adequate man-
agement. In a recent Eos article, Rep. Holt (N.J.) states, ‘‘they’re not
static museum pieces. These collections are used, should be used,
will be used, day by day. It is hard to imagine what future research-
ers would say if we allowed this [material] to disintegrate or disap-
pear’’ [45, p. 351]. Historically, state survey collections are at high
risk for being lost for a wide variety of reasons including the status
of state surveys as research institutions in a governmental system.
‘‘From the name, state legislators assumed that surveys would
exist until the job was completed, then they would go out of busi-
ness’’ [6, p. 63]. Funding is also an issue. Early state surveys were
originally intended to be short-term endeavors [4]. As time went
on, legislators were ‘‘faced with the problem of justifying the
spending of public funds. When times were good and money was
easy, geological surveys were authorized; when there was a panic,
state expenses were curtailed and geological surveys . . . always
slightly suspect as frills by a few hard-headed legislators, were sus-
pended’’ [23, p. 364].
In combination with funding issues, space is currently a con-
cern. The NRC [34] states, ‘‘Although the overall costs of maintain-
ing geoscience data and collections are low compared with those of
reacquisition, the amount of money a single repository requires in
a short time to alleviate the space problem can be prohibitive’’ (p.
27). The NRC study was inspired by the worry that these collec-
tions are at risk of being lost through events such as state surveys
being closed or experiencing budgetary issues, companies merging
and discarding records or samples, and growing storage expenses.
Among state surveys’ concerns were incentives for keeping worthy
sample materials and adequate space to store them [34]. The NRC
report includes a table with information on capacity of state survey
repositories – at the time nearly two thirds of the reporting state
surveys had 10 percent or less space left available for growth in
collections [34]. The situation has only gotten more severe, as
recently outlined by Jonathan Arthur, president of the AASG and
director of the Florida Geological Survey; ‘‘[m]any of this nation’s
geological data repositories, most of which are maintained by
State Geological Surveys, are now at or near their storage capacity’’
[26].
Budget shortfalls threaten all scientiﬁc collections. In research-
ing the ﬁeld of botany – another collection based science ﬁeld,
Funk [19] found a trend demonstrating museum budget cuts often
lead to cuts in curators and researchers of physical collections.
Funk [19] suggests that this creates additional perils, ‘‘collections
that are not studied and maintained, even if they are physically
well cared for, can become out-of-date and less useful’’ (p. 14).
This ﬁts with the views expressed by the NRC in relation to geolog-
ical collections. ‘‘Each time a geological sample or piece of data is
allowed to deteriorate, or is damaged, misplaced, or thrown away
without assessing its merits, the information it contains and the
knowledge it represents are lost’’ [34, p. 9].
While there are a number of challenges, the renewed interest
and attention to these issues are leading to success stories as well.
The Alaska Geologic Materials Center (GMC), part of the Alaska
Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys, acts as repository
for the geological materials collected in Alaska. In 2011, Curator
Papp wrote, ‘‘continuing to simply maintain the current GMC facil-
ity would likely physically jeopardize the material the State has
worked so diligently to acquire and preserve’’ [38]. Their challenges
with maintaining geological collections are related to space and
climate control issues. At the Alaska GMC, ‘‘retrieving core from
the unheated storage containers in February is a miserable exercise
in which the center’s workers have had to take extraordinary steps
such as thawing frozen padlocks and unsticking icy core boxes toget to the samples. In addition, thousands of core boxes at the cen-
ter have deteriorated over time’’ [41]. Papp further explains, ‘‘in
these freeze–thaw conditions, it’s really cumbersome and awk-
ward handling the samples, and the rocks degrade over time’’
([41], para 17). But as noted above and seen in Fig. 2, deteriorating
conditions also leads to loss of metadata and other identifying
information found on core boxes. Through the efforts of many in
Alaska, they have made great advances. This year they will be
opening a new facility which should have adequate space and
housing conditions, but not all geological collections are as well
positioned.
3.4. Future research directions
These challenges are not unique to state geological surveys, but
to all organizations which house geological data and other types of
scientiﬁc collections. These organizations provide infrastructure to
enable discovery, access, use, documentation, and the preservation
of physical scientiﬁc data throughout their lifecycle. Curating and
managing collections is not just about keeping everything.
Collection management includes weeding out redundant materi-
als, making decisions about what should be kept for the future,
and what should be discarded to make room for growth.
Preservation includes maintaining the connection between digital
surrogates and physical data. These hybrid collections require
new and sometimes advanced training. Organizations’ preserva-
tion efforts should include continual training and collaboration
between science data curators/managers/etc. and those with
Library and Information Science, (LIS), archives, or museum expe-
rience. Not only will domain scientists need assistance with per-
spectives in preservation, but information professionals should
be trained in the unique challenges of curation, preservation, and
stewardship duties in the science realm. In a 2005 report,
Microsoft suggests in the future there will be a need for domain
experts who have computer science expertise and training in cura-
tion. Interestingly the report neglects to mention these skills can
be found in such ﬁelds as LIS or archives [18]. In Duckworth,
Genoways, and Rose’s [15] report on preserving natural science
collections, they highlight the need for education in managing
physical specimen collections as they are vital to preserving
science collections. They also outline the various knowledge areas
needed for curators in this role which includes many LIS skills.
But managing a geological data collection is not just about
preservation; it is also about access. Instead of developing new sys-
tems for data management, Heidorn [22] suggests we need to
develop infrastructure for managing data as part of existing insti-
tutions. Parsons and Duerr [39] provide an example of a dedicated
staff member within their scientiﬁc organization who acts as a ref-
erence librarian for data, highlighting that this human element is
not often recognized by funding agencies or included in best prac-
tices like the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference
model. [53] connect these institutional needs to the LIS ﬁeld
directly, stating ‘‘LIS programs will need to have well-trained grad-
uates ready to ﬁll these positions’’ as LIS professionals are trained
to understand users’ needs, future needs and other types of infor-
mation services [53, p. 317]. Weber et al. also mention that aside
from understanding how users share data we also need ‘‘behav-
ioral studies to better understand how data are produced, used,
transferred, appraised and reused in a variety of research’’ [53, p.
318]. The management of scientiﬁc data collections is changing
as scientiﬁc research evolves and the technology available for
accessing these collections continues to develop. Librarians and
other information scientists have unique skills that can be used
to shape this future landscape.
Current research in this area is focused on case studies [31] or
through examples of tools and ontologies [42,44]. Little research
S. Ramdeen / GeoResJ 6 (2015) 213–220 219has been done using qualitative methods, or from the end user per-
spective. This is the current approach of the NSF program,
EarthCube. EarthCube’s ultimate goal is to develop cyberinfrastruc-
ture to for the earth sciences and includes state geological surveys
among their stakeholders. EarthCube has conducted over 20 end
user workshops in order to collect insight directly from the user
community but has yet to publish their results [43].
In order to develop successful infrastructure for accessing phys-
ical geological data, systems must address a number of barriers
including ‘‘(1) resource registration; (2) resource discovery; (3)
information interoperability; (4) services interoperability; (5) anal-
ysis and processing; (6) publishing’’ which will allow for ‘‘en-
hanced representation of geoscientiﬁc knowledge, and . . .
enhanced tools for processing the knowledge during data integra-
tion activities’’ [5, p. 2]. By developing collection curation and man-
agement systems which have interoperable data, semantic search
capabilities and greater knowledge capture, scientists can focus
their energies on answering those ‘grand’ science questions instead
of wasting valuable time processing and translating data.
4. Conclusion
Geological collections present many unique and diverse chal-
lenges for preservation. Many geological specimens are not fully
replicable with digital surrogates. They are costly to collect and
store. The role of historic or previously collected data in current
and future research is constantly changing. While next steps for
preserving legacy data include developing cyberinfrastructure to
assist with discoverability of data and ultimately access and use,
these steps do not address all of the preservation needs typically
faced by those managing a physical collection. As Cocker [9] and
the NRC [34] suggest, there is a need for proper training in curation
and management to help prevent loss of legacy data. Also, further
research is needed to see if current efforts are meeting needs of
both the data repositories and their user communities, including
reporting this information to nonscientiﬁc stakeholders in metrics
they understand. Continued funding of data rescue projects relies
on those not trained as geologists to understand the value of these
collections. Currently there is a gap in knowledge of how to
address this issue sufﬁciently.
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